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Abstract
Sketch is an important media for human to communicate
ideas, which reflects the superiority of human intelligence.
Studies on sketch can be roughly summarized into recogni-
tion and generation. Existing models on image recognition
failed to obtain satisfying performance on sketch classifica-
tion. But for sketch generation, a recent study proposed a
sequence-to-sequence variational-auto-encoder (VAE) model
called sketch-rnn which was able to generate sketches based
on human inputs. The model achieved amazing results when
asked to learn one category of object, such as an animal
or a vehicle. However, the performance dropped when mul-
tiple categories were fed into the model. Here, we pro-
posed a model called sketch-pix2seq which could learn and
draw multiple categories of sketches. Two modifications were
made to improve the sketch-rnn model: one is to replace the
bidirectional recurrent neural network (BRNN) encoder with
a convolutional neural network(CNN); the other is to remove
the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the objective function
of VAE. Experimental results showed that models with CNN
encoders outperformed those with RNN encoders in gener-
ating human-style sketches. Visualization of the latent space
illustrated that the removal of KL-divergence made the en-
coder learn a posterior of latent space that reflected the fea-
tures of different categories. Moreover, the combination of
CNN encoder and removal of KL-divergence, i.e., the sketch-
pix2seq model, had better performance in learning and gen-
erating sketches of multiple categories and showed promising
results in creativity tasks.
Introduction
Back in ancient times, people recorded their life by carv-
ing oracle script characters on bones and shells. In mod-
ern times, people created art works, e.g., cartoon, to con-
vey information or to express their emotion by simple
strokes. Studies related to sketch can be roughly summarized
into two categories: recognition and generation. For sketch
object recognition, existing computational approaches, in-
cluding state-of-the-art image recognition models, failed
to achieve satisfying performance(Ballester and de Arau´jo
2016)(Eitz, Hays, and Alexa 2012). Interestingly, for sketch
generation, a model called sketch-rnn(Ha and Eck 2017) has
made a successful first step.
The sketch-rnn model was proposed to generate sketches
based on human-drawn inputs(Ha and Eck 2017). The fea-
tures learned by the model were represented as a sequence
of pen stroke positions. As the raw data were in sequen-
tial form, the model used bidirectional recurrent neural net-
work (BRNN) and autoregressive RNN as the encoder and
decoder under the framework of Variational AutoEncoder
(VAE)(Kingma and Welling 2013). However, it mainly fo-
cused on generating sketches of one category, and the per-
formance for the generation of multiple categories were not
satisfactory.
RNN is often used in tasks with time-series data, such
as natural language processing(Socher et al. 2011) and
handwriting generation(Graves 2013), as it possesses the
ability to capture context information and dynamics of
time-series data. Together with RNN, convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN) is another popular approach in deep
learning. A number of CNN models have been proposed
to perform image recognition tasks, including the fa-
mous AlexNet(Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012) and
GoogLeNet(Szegedy et al. 2014). It is thought that CNN is
good at capturing the image local structure.
Here, we proposed a model called sketch-pix2seq which
is capable of learning and generating sketches of multiple
categories better than sketch-rnn. Compared with learning
one category at a time, learning multiple categories simul-
taneously has the advantage of saving computational re-
sources. Our work makes two important modifications on
the sketch-rnn model, one is to replace the BRNN encoder
with a CNN encoder, the other is to remove the enforce-
ment of Gaussian prior on the latent space by ignoring
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence in the objective func-
tion of VAE. Although utilizing the dynamics and context
of strokes by a BRNN encoder reduces the data dimen-
sion from a two-dimensional image to one-dimensional se-
quences, extra information unrelated to the abstract struc-
ture of sketches, e.g., the sketching speed, might harm the
performance of concept learning. As CNN can capture the
local structure of images, which is similar to the ways of
human to learn sketch concepts, it might be a better choice
for the encoder. Besides, the Gaussian prior enforcement on
the latent space of the sketch-rnn model might be unsuitable
for multiple categories, because it is unlikely that samples of
different categories come from the same distribution. Exper-
imental results show that using CNN as encoders improve
the quality of the generated sketches, and the removal of
KL-divergence from the cost function allows the encoder to
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learn a posterior of the latent space that reflects the features
of different categories. Latent space interpolation for models
without KL-divergence are shown to generate more consis-
tent results than the ones with KL-divergence. Interestingly,
the sketch-pix2seq model plays a promising role in creating
new sketches by interpolating the latent space of different
categories and by feeding cartoon sketches into the model.
Related Work
Efforts have been made in sketch object recognition. A
pioneer study developed a human-drawn sketch database
and investigated the sketch recognition abilities of both hu-
man and machines(Eitz, Hays, and Alexa 2012). Another
study applied two famous deep learning models used in im-
age recognition, i.e., GoogLeNet(Szegedy et al. 2014) and
AlexNet(Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012), to clas-
sify sketches, but their performances were far from satis-
factory(Ballester and de Arau´jo 2016). However, surpris-
ingly, studies on sketch generation obtained amazing re-
sults. A famous research on generating new symbols by
one-shot learning showed the potential of machines to
achieve human-level learning on sketch-like symbols(Lake,
Salakhutdinov, and Tenenbaum 2015). The recently pro-
posed sketch-rnn model was able to produce new sketches
based on existing observations(Ha and Eck 2017).
The sketch-rnn is based on Variational AutoEncoder
(VAE) framework(Kingma and Welling 2013) which has
gained increasing popularity these years. VAE has been ap-
plied in generating captions for images(Pu et al. 2016),
learning parse trees (Kusner, Paige, and Herna´ndez-Lobato
2017), and modeling audience reactions to movies(Deng et
al. 2017). Also, attempts have been made to find a better
representation of the latent space for the original VAE. Both
the adversarial variational Bayes (Mescheder, Nowozin, and
Geiger 2017) and adversarial autoencoders (Makhzani et
al. 2015) applies the idea of generative adversarial network
(GAN)(Goodfellow et al. 2014) to learn the latent space. In
this work, we proposed a VAE-based sketch-pix2seq model
which aims to generate sketches of multiple categories.
Methodology
Data set
The data sets used here came from QuickDraw, a public
sketch database built by Google. All the sequence data were
collected by The Quick, Draw!, an online game that requires
human to draw a sketch within 20 seconds. The number of
training samples for each category is 70,000, while the vali-
dation and test samples are both 2,500. We selected six cat-
egories to carry out the experiments (Table 2). The raster
images used by the CNN encoder were obtained by first con-
verting the raw sequences to svg files and subsequently con-
verting to monochrome png files of size 48x48.
Model
Figure 1 shows the model structure of sketch-pix2seq, which
is similar to sketch-rnn, but we made two important modifi-
cations. First, the encoder was changed from a bidirectional
recurrent neural network (BRNN) to a convolutional neural
Figure 1: Model Structure. The 3x3 matrix on the bottom left
is the high-pass filter applied on the sketch before it is fed
into CNN. The convolutional layer configurations are shown
as h×w@d/s, where h, w, d and s represent height, width,
depth and stride. Above the convolutional layers are the ac-
tivation functions. The output of the last convolutional layer
is rearranged into a one-dimensional vector, which is subse-
quently fed into two separate fully-connected layers. µ and
σ are the mean and standard deviation of the posterior distri-
bution qφ(z|X) learned by the encoder, where z = µ+ σ · 
is the latent vector and X is the input image.  is a Gaussian
noise. xt is the five-dimensional feature vector at time t in
(Ha and Eck 2017). (z, xt−1) indicates the concatenation of
latent vector and feature vector.
network (CNN). Second, we no longer enforced a Gaussian
prior on the latent space by removing the KL-divergence
DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z)) from the objective function. The rea-
sons for the modifications are as follows.
We adopted CNN as the encoder because it performs well
in capturing local structure of images. The learning of sketch
concepts for human should be related to the recognition of
shapes instead of remembering the sketching process, so
CNN seems to be a more suitable option for encoder than
BRNN. The decoder of sketch-pix2seq is an autoregressive
recurrent neural net as in the sketch-rnn model.
The original VAE framework seeks to maximize a lower
bound L(θ, φ;x) of log-likelihood log pθ(x):
L(θ, φ;x) = log pθ(x)−DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z|x))
maxL(θ, φ;x) = max{Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]
−DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z))} (1)
In the sketch-rnn model, the prior distribution of latent
space is assumed as Gaussian pθ(z) ∼ N(0, I), but this
assumption might be unsuitable for multiple categories be-
cause it is unlikely that data of different categories are drawn
from the same distribution. In the VAE framework, latent
vectors are actually generated from the posterior qφ(z|x).
Thus, the KL-divergence DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z)) in the ob-
jective function forces all latent vectors to be drawn from
the same Gaussian in sketch-rnn, which might be the main
factor that brings about unsatisfying results for learning mul-
tiple categories. Here, we removed the KL-divergence term
from the objective function out of two purposes. One is that
we do not bother to specify a reasonable prior for the latent
space. The other is that no extra constraint is put on the en-
coder to learn the posterior qφ(z|x). As a consequence, the
objective function of the sketch-pix2seq model becomes:
minEqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)] (2)
Evaluation
To our best knowledge, there exists no standardized criteria
to evaluate sketch quality. Thus, we used Turing tests to per-
form the evaluation tasks. Figure 2 shows the screen shot
of the online website built for the tests. During the tests,
a model-generated or human-drawn sketch was randomly
shown on the screen, and participants were required to tag
it as drawn by Human or Computer.
Figure 2: Screen shot of the website built for Turing test.
Experiments
Training details
We conduct experiments on four models (Table 1) with two
data settings (Table 2). The parameters used for training
models with KL-divergence are the same as sketch-rnn(Ha
and Eck 2017). For training models without KL-divergence,
we set the KL-weights in sketch-rnn model to be zero, while
other parameters are the same.
Model name Encoder Cost function
RNN+KL(sketch-rnn) BRNN Equation (1)
RNN-KL BRNN Equation (2)
CNN+KL CNN Equation (1)
CNN-KL(sketch-pix2seq) CNN Equation (2)
Table 1: Models trained for comparison. RNN+KL: the
model with a RNN encoder and KL-divergence; RNN-KL:
the model with a RNN encoder and no KL-divergence;
CNN+KL: the model with a CNN encoder and KL-
divergence; CNN-KL: the model with a CNN encoder and
no KL-divergence.
Setting Data sets
1 cat, pig, rabbit
2 cat, pig, rabbit, bus, truck, car
Table 2: Data Settings
Turing test on the generated sketches
Categories in setting 1 (Table 2) were used to generate
sketches for Turing test. We selected 10 human-drawn
(a) Cat
(b) Pig
(c) Rabbit
Figure 3: Sketches used for Turing tests and the resulting
statistics. The first row lists the human-drawn inputs, while
the following four rows display generated sketches. On the
left shows the sketch sources and the average proportion of
tagging as human-drawn by human. The number under each
sketch is the proportion of people that recognize this sketch
as human-drawn. A green indicates a generated sketch that
looks more human-style than the real one, while a red num-
ber indicate the most human-style sketch among all sources.
sketches for each category. All of them were distinguish-
able, though some had missing parts. Models in table 1 were
trained to generate new sketches based on the 10 selected in-
puts. In total, 150 sketches (five sources: human, CNN+KL,
RNN+KL, CNN-KL, RNN-KL; three categories: cat, pig,
rabbit) were used for Turing tests. 61 people participated in
the test. After removing 2 people that identified more than
90% or less than 10% of the sketches as human-drawn, the
results of 59 people were used for further analysis. Figure 3
lists all the sketches in the test and the resulting statistics.
The human-drawn sketches in the first row can be counted
as a baseline. The sketches from the second to fifth row were
the outputs of models based on the human-drawn sketches
in the first row. Figure 3 shows that the performance of dif-
ferent models might be category-related. For cat and rabbit
sketches, the difference between four models and human are
small. However, when drawing pigs, models with CNN en-
coders outperform the ones with RNN encoders significantly
(0.67 and 0.61 versus 0.50 and 0.45). The overall perfor-
mance of all models are shown in Table 3. In general, models
with CNN encoders have better performance than those with
RNN encoders, and models without KL-divergence also per-
form better than the ones with KL-divergence. Interestingly,
more people identified the sketches generated by the CNN-
KL model as human-drawn than the real ones (0.60 versus
0.58). These evidence implies that using CNN as an encoder
improves the quality of the generated sketches.
Model Human-style
Human 0.58
CNN-KL 0.60
CNN+KL 0.57
RNN-KL 0.53
RNN+KL 0.50
Table 3: Proportion of sketches identified as human-drawn.
Figure 3 shows that models with KL-divergence failed to
distinguish different categories. For example, the RNN+KL
model generated rabbits and cats when it was asked to gen-
erate pigs, and the CNN+KL model generated a pig when it
was asked to generate a cat. These phenomena provide ev-
idence that models with KL-divergence are not suitable for
learning multiple categories. In the original work of sketch-
rnn(Ha and Eck 2017), the KL-divergence term was recog-
nized as a regularization term. They showed that different
weights of the KL-divergence had different influence on the
quality of the generated sketches, where smaller weights led
to smoother sketches and larger weights produced sketches
similar to the inputs. Similar results can be seen in Figure 3.
Therefore, keeping or removing KL-divergence is a trade-
off between quality and accuracy for generated sketches of
multiple categories.
Visualization of the latent space
We applied t-SNE clustering (Maaten and Hinton 2008) to
visualize the 128-dimensional latent vectors in a 2D space.
Figure 5 and 6 display the latent spaces of different mod-
els trained with setting 2 (see Table 2). 100 test samples for
Figure 4: Categories and colors in the latent space graphs.
(a) RNN+KL
(b) RNN-KL
Figure 5: Latent spaces for models with RNN as encoders.
(a) CNN+KL
(b) CNN-KL
Figure 6: Latent spaces for models with CNN as encoders.
each category were randomly selected to generate the latent
vectors. Figure 4 shows the categories and colors in the la-
tent space graphs. For models with KL-divergence (Figure
5a and 6a), the latent spaces for different categories are shat-
tered and mixed together. On the contrary, the latent spaces
of models without KL-divergence (Figure 5b and 6b) look
non-Gaussian and display clustering effects. In the latent
space of RNN-KL, most rabbits are clustered on the bot-
tom left, while most pigs and cats are clustered on the top
right. Most of the vehicles are gathered on the bottom right.
In the latent space of CNN-KL, the clustering effects for
different categories are more distinguishable than RNN-KL,
where the animals are clustered on the left, and the vehicles
are clustered on the right. Moreover, a clear separation can
be seen between different vehicles. The latent space config-
uration of CNN-KL indicates that CNN encodes the input
sketches according to their shapes, since samples that look
similar are clustered together.
Latent Space Interpolation
We performed linear interpolation on the latent vectors of
two categories for different models. All models listed in Ta-
ble 1 were trained with setting 2 of Table 2. The sketches
used for interpolation were shown in Figure 4.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 display the interpolation results by
different models. We applied linear interpolation of z =
w1z1 + w2z2 on latent vectors, where w1 and w2 are in-
terpolation weights, z1 and z2 are latent vectors of different
categories, and z is the output latent vector. The interpola-
tion weights should satisfy the constraint w1+w2 = 1. Both
w1 and w2 range from 0 to 1 by step 0.1, resulting in 11 gen-
erated sketches in each row. The categories used for interpo-
lation in row order are: bus-cat, car-cat, truck-cat, bus-pig,
car-pig, truck-pig, bus-rabbit, car-rabbit and truck-rabbit.
The difference of the four models can be inferred from
the interpolation results. The RNN+KL model not only had
trouble distinguishing different categories, but also gener-
ated unexpected categories in the middle of interpolation.
In Col 1 of Figure 7a, the model generated buses when-
ever it was asked to draw a truck (in Row 3,6,9). In Row
1, a rabbit and a pig appear where the two categories used
for interpolation are buses and cats. The CNN+KL model
(Figure 7a) also produced unexpected categories during in-
terpolation. In Row 7 where a bus and a rabbit are inter-
polated, pigs show up for multiple times. Compared with
models with KL-divergence, models without KL-divergence
perform much better during interpolation. The transforma-
tion between categories looks smooth and consistent in both
RNN-KL and CNN-KL (Figure 7b and 8b). The differences
between neighboring sketches of RNN-KL model show that
the transformation of sketches during interpolation is about
the style, orientation and configuration of strokes (Figure
7b). On the other hand, the differences between neighboring
sketches of CNN-KL model show that the transformation is
about the shape of sketches.
In sketch-rnn, experiments were also conduct on interpo-
lation. They trained models using two data sets and com-
pared the interpolation results for different weights of KL-
divergence. They showed that the generated sketches were
(a) RNN+KL
(b) RNN-KL
Figure 7: Interpolation for models with RNN encoders.
(a) CNN+KL
(b) CNN-KL. The red rectangles indicate the interesting and mean-
ingful results found by interpolation.
Figure 8: Interpolation for models with CNN encoders.
Figure 9: Interpolation of vehicles and cat by sketch-
pix2seq.
more coherent for larger weights of KL-divergence. How-
ever, the coherency for models with KL-divergence no long
exists when they are trained with more than three data sets
according to our results, because sketches of an unexpected
third category are likely to show up. These evidence might
imply that models with KL-divergence should be used for
training two data sets at most, while models without KL-
divergence are suitable for multiple data sets.
Furthermore, the interpolation results of the CNN-KL
model show its potential to generate creative sketches by
linear interpolation (see the red rectangles in Figure 8b).
In Row 3, the truck-cat interpolation produces a truck with
whiskers at the front. In Row 7, the bus-rabbit interpolation
generates a vehicle with a single wheel and a shield similar
to a rabbit ear at either side. In Row 9, the truck-rabbit inter-
polation brings about a truck with a rabbit head. To further
investigate the potential of the CNN-KL model on creativ-
ity, we interpolated different vehicles with a cat with smaller
granularity of weight ranges (from 0 to 1 at step 0.02). Fig-
ure 9 shows that the truck-cat interpolation generates a vehi-
cle with a face-like body and whiskers at the front; the car-
cat interpolation outputs a cat with two wheels on its face;
the bus-cat interpolation produces a bus with a cat-face body
and a light on the top. All these generated sketches were
never seen in the training samples, but the sketch-pix2seq
model successfully combined the shape features of different
categories and created a new sketch.
Cartoon figures as inputs
To further investigate the generalization ability of the sketch-
pix2seq model, we fed several famous cartoon sketches
into the model and evaluated the outputs. Figure 10 shows
the input cartoon figures and the corresponding generated
sketches. The cartoon prototypes include pigs, rabbits and
cats: Zhu Bajie originates from pigs; Bugs Bunny, Miffy
and Mashimaro originate from rabbits; Hello Kitty origi-
nates from cats. As Pikachu has two long ears that look like
the ones of rabbits, it was also selected for experiment. The
generated sketches in Figure 10 show the strong capability
of sketch-pix2seq model in recognizing categories. Though
there exists significant difference between the cartoon figure
inputs and the generated sketches, their styles are similar.
For example, the generated rabbit from Pikachu not only has
a pair of long ears whose orientations are exactly the same
as Pikachu, but also has a similar smiley facial expression.
Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on the generation of sketches for mul-
tiple categories. Though sketch-rnn(Ha and Eck 2017) was
able to produce amazing results when learning one category,
the quality of the generated sketches dropped with the in-
creasing number of categories. To resolve this problem, we
proposed a VAE-based sketch-pix2seq model. Two impor-
tant modifications are made here: one is that the encoder
is changed to a CNN; the other is that the KL-divergence
DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z|x)) is removed from the cost function.
We compared the performance of four models, i.e., RNN
encoder with KL-divergence (RNN+KL), RNN encoder
Figure 10: Cartoon figure inputs and the generated sketches.
The cartoon figures in Row 1: Bugs Bunny, Miffy,
Mashimaro and Pikachu. The cartoon figures in Row 3:
Hello Kitty, Monokuro Boo, Zhu Bajie and Zhu Bajie.
without KL-divergence (RNN-KL), CNN encoder with KL-
divergence (CNN+KL) and CNN encoder without KL-
divergence (CNN-KL). Turing tests were carried out to
evaluate the quality of the generated sketches. The results
showed that models with CNN encoders performed bet-
ter in generating human-style sketches than RNN encoders.
Besides, models without KL-divergence generated sketches
with higher accuracy than those with KL-divergence.
Visualization of the latent space shows the scattered and
mixed structure for models with KL-divergence, while the
latent space distributions for models without KL-divergence
are clustered according to the features of different cate-
gories. The latent space configuration explained why models
with KL-divergence tend to generate sketches of wrong cat-
egories compared with models without KL-divergence.
The latent space interpolation of different categories in-
dicates that models with KL-divergence tend to produce
sketches of an unexpected third category during interpola-
tion, which again implies that models with KL-divergence
are unsuitable for learning multiple categories. Moreover,
the interpolation results of RNN-KL and CNN-KL show that
RNN encoders learn stroke-related features, while CNN en-
coders learn shape-related features. Besides, we can see the
potential of sketch-pix2seq in generating creative sketches
by simple linear interpolation. Interestingly, the model can
also generate sketches based on cartoon figures and similar
styles are shared between inputs and outputs.
In conclusion, we think that the sketch-pix2seq model is
not only suitable for generating sketches of multiple cate-
gories, but also promising for creativity tasks.
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